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Time flies, and it’s time for another Newsletter.
MWA has been busy again, with two shows
attended since the last newsletter,and another
three shows still to come. The output of our
participating members show no signs of slowing
down!
As I write, I and others are preparing to attend the
AWGB Seminar over the coming weekend. Having
missed the last Seminar because of a family
engagement, I am really looking forward to being
able to bring back a report on this year’s event for
the next newsletter.

Alan

P.S. See the Newsletter in colour on our website.

Mark & Liz Raby. June 2013
Mark & Liz Raby run a business demonstrating and
supplying a variety of finishes sold with wood turners in
mind. Mark is an experienced wood turner in his own right,
and Liz, when not supervising sales is an expert
demonstrator of pyrography,
now increasingly used to
embellish turned items. On
this occasion however, Liz
was to be busy with sales, so
pyrography would have to
wait until another occasion .
Mark had pre prepared a
number of turned items to
enable him to demonstrate
as many finishes as possible
in the time available. This
was just as well, given the
large number of product he
was to show us. He began
with finishes and polishes, most of which were well known
to us. What was different was the way he used them. his
routines were generally too complex to describe here in
detail, and it has to be said that he did achieve superb results.
One wax contained a fine abrasive, cont

Mark Raby cont
which not only refined the surface, acted as a
grain filler as well. Other wax compounds were
touched upon, including micro crystalline wax,
which though expensive, produces a very hard
and long lasting finish.

grained timbers,
which never look
good after an
attempt to apply
a high finish,
Mark
Mark is currently promoting various ways of
demonstrated the
colouring and staining turnings prior to applying use of liming
a finish. This works best on otherwise bland and wax, and other coloured waxes, but some of the
pale coloured woods. He had a variety of spirit
most subtle effects were obtained with the use
based stains, which he applied either by means of of gilt cream. Expensive, but worth it.
a soft pad, or by using an artist’s diffuser, (which
is a very crude spray gun, good for splatterng on To illustrate many
stains and
of the product he
paints!)
had for sale, Mark
Stains
had on display a
could be
fine collection of
overlaid
finished items
and
which gave a very
blended
good account of
while still
the many finishes
wet, often
and decorative
producing stunning results when polished up.
effects he had
demonstrated. His
Acrylic paints offer a rich variety of colours and wife Liz presided
effects, especially the metallic colours. These
over the sales
work best over a black sub surface, and Mark
table, where all of
produced a nicely shaped and finished black bowl the materials Mark had demonstrated, and
on which he demonstrated some novel ways of
more, were on sale. It was busy during the
applying paint, including using his fingers. He
coffee break, and after the demonstration. We
must have ended up with the most effectively
look forward to seeing more decorated items
decorated fingers in the business! For open
on the Club display table in future weeks.

Summer Shows
Live Crafts at Gt. Missenden is a pleasant affair.
The location is within easy reach of most of our
members, so the turnout was quite impressive
This year we were allocated the end of a large
marquee, and were able to accommodate the
turning station and sufficient display space for
everyone. As usual. there was a great variety of
stuff on show. Friday was, as always, very
quiet, but thanks to the good weather, the
remainder of the weekend was very busy, and
sales were comparable to those of the previous
year. The team of turners kept up a continuous
display of turning throughout the show
Live Crafts at Loseley Park near Guildford
entailed a longer journey for participants, so it
was not surprising that not as many members
took part. Nevertheless, we had no difficulty in
filling the stand with stuff for sale. As before,
Friday was a slack day, but there were more
people about for the following two days.
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However, lots of people were ”just looking”,
Sales were not as brisk as we would have liked.
Other traders seemed not to be doing so well
either. We must wait for the Treasurer to
produce the final tally before passing full
judgement on the venue. Getting to Loseley
Park was easy, but returning home during the
peak traffic on the M25 was quite another story
, and alternative routes proved to be equally
jammed. All the more praise for the faithful
committee members and others who set up the
display, and staffed the show on all three days.
Again, a team of turners kept up continuous
demonstrations throughout the show.

Guy Ravine. July 2013
Guy Ravine is no
stranger to us. On
earlier visits, he has
used exotic
hardwoods to
produce beautifully
crafted items such
as gavels etc., for
which he is well
known. Exotic
woods are becoming
harder to source,
and very expensive,
so guy has been
casting around for
alternative materials.
An obvious one is
polyester resins, which are now available in
various forms, imitating ivory, horn, tortoise shell,
etc., and very attractive they are. More recently a
new composite material combining both wood
and resin has appeared on the market, and it was
this that Guy used for his demonstration. The
beauty of this material is that small off cuts of
expensive wood and other materials that would
otherwise be wasted can all be incorporated.
Guy was to
demonstrate the
making of a box,
similar to the one
shown in the
adjacent
photograph. The
general method
was the same as
that used by
generations of
turners, but
tooling and
finishing were
both dictated by
the high resin
content of the material. All tools were used in
scraping mode. Many were sharpened as
negative rake scrapers, but all took off continuous
ribbons of shavings. These were very tenacious,
wrapping around everything, and needed to be
cleared away frequently. Lathe speeds used were
moderate, to avoid generating too much heat, and
depths of cut were light for the same reason and
also to avoid chipping of the resin parts of the
material.

noticeable that even the very finest abrasives left
visible marks on the surfaces. Had the material
been all resin, specialist polishes would have
been used to attain a final polish. However
these would not have been compatible with the
wood parts of the composite material. Guy’s
solution was to use standard cellulose sealer,
which concealed
the sanding
marks, and dealt
with the wood.
After a light rub
down with non
abrasive Webrax,
a coat of wax
was all that was
required. The
outside of the
box portion followed and was sized to hold the
lid tightly enough for finishing it off. The fit
would be eased later. After the lid was pressed
onto the box, it was shaped by light cuts and
sanded etc. to a
finish. After
that, the interior
of the box was
hollowed and
polished, and
the fit of the lid
eased. All that
remained ws to
part off the box,
and the bottom
to be finished.
As he had some
time left, Guy finished the evening by turning
a small bowl “sideways on” from a short
length of branch wood.
Throughout, Guy offered many hints and tips
for sealing with composite material, and dealt
with many questions from the members
present. Guy had a table full of finished work,
made from composite materials. Unfortunately,
the light over that area was so poor that even
the editor’s super duper camera was unable to
capture printable images. This is something
which will be addressed for future meetings.

Guy made the lid portion first, and finished the
inside with the usual sequence of abrasives. It was
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This was a very interesting demonstration, and
very informative on methods of working an
unusual new material. The material itself is
expensive, as it is imported, but we live in
hopes that as more is used, prices will come
down, and we shall see it on the Club
competition table!

Dates for your Diary
September 12th
October 10th
November14th

Our very own Gordon Cookson and Peter Leach

Steve Healey
AGM “Plus”

December 12th Christmas Party. Fun, Food & Fellowship.
(See front page fr Shows & Exhibitions)

Gallery
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